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Of the two parts of the shell one was silver, one gold. The silver
shell is Earth, the gold is Sky. The outer membrane is Mountain;
the inner cloud is Mist. What were vessels are rivers. What was
fluid is Ocean.
(b) Yajnavalkya instructs Gargi
Brihad-aranyaka (iii. 8, 9)
Verily at the command of that Unchanging One, Sun and Moon
stand apart. At His Command Earth and Sky are separate* At the
command of that Unchanging One, moments and hours, days and
nights, seasons and years are separate. At His Command some
rivers flow east from the high mountains, some west. He is the
Unseen Seer; the Unheard Hearer; the Unthought Thinker; the
Unapprehended Apprehender. Other than Him is naught, seer or
hearer or thinker or apprehender. From this Unchanging is space
woven as warp on woof.
(c) Ibid. (ii. 4)
As, when a drum is being beaten, one would not be able to grasp
the external sounds, but by grasping the drum or the beater of the
drum the sound is grasped:
As, when a conch-shell is being blown, one would not be able to
grasp external sounds, but by grasping the conch-shell or the blower
of the conch-shell the sound is grasped:
As, when a lute is being played, one would not be able to grasp
the external sounds, but grasping the lute or the player of the lute
the sound is grasped:
So by comprehending Atman or Brahman, everything is com-
prehended.
(d) From a late Upanishad^ The Swtawatara
'Invisible we<w*io Thee*
Beyond the darkness I know Him the great Spirit,shining in the sun:
Knowing Him is immortality: that only is the Path by which men
escape Death:
Naught is there so high, so intangible, so powerful:
As a tree He standeth in the heavens firmly rooted:
His spirit filleth all the universe*
Without form, sorrowless is the Most High:
Knowing this man escapeth Death; knowing it not he cometh
utterly to grief.
Pervading all things He dwelleth withm; He the Lord whose

